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Abstract

There is an evolving need for new information available by employing patient tailored anatomically accurate
computer models of the electrical properties of the human body. Because construction of a computer model can be
difficult and laborious to perform sufficiently well, devised models have varied greatly in the level of anatomical
accuracy incorporated in them. This has restricted the validity of conducted simulations. In the present study, a
versatile software package was developed to transform anatomic voxel data into accurate finite difference method
volume conductor models conveniently and in a short time. The package includes components for model construc-
tion, simulation, visualisation and detailed analysis of simulation output based on volume conductor theory. Due to
the methods developed, models can comprise more anatomical details than the prior computer models. Several models
have been constructed, for example, a highly detailed 3-D anatomically accurate computer model of the human
thorax as a volume conductor utilising the US National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) Visible Human Man (VHM)
digital anatomy data. Based on the validation runs the developed software package is readily applicable in analysis
of a wide range of bioelectric field problems. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Modelling; Volume conductors; Software package; Finite difference method; Electrophysiology; Computer
simulation

1. Introduction

Stimulation and activation of excitable tissues
such as nerve and muscle cells give rise to electric
fields that are distributed throughout the volume

conductor formed by the body. Basically, the
same theories underlie the analyses of bioelectric
measurements and stimulations [1]. Thus, the
same numerical modelling methods can be applied
to almost all bioelectric field problems.

The level of anatomical detail included in a
model affects the results obtained with it. For
instance, three-dimensional (3-D) computer mod-
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els of the thorax developed for studying the
measurement properties of electrocardiography
(ECG) generally include no more inhomogeneities
than cardiac muscle, intracardiac blood masses,
lungs and some bone structures such as sternum
and spine [2–4]. Including more inhomogeneities
improves the accuracy of numerical simulations
which in turn helps the interpretation of measured
data providing more assistance in diagnostic deci-
sion making [5].

In most of the existing computer models the
conductive regions are represented by numerical
element methods such as the finite difference
(FDM), finite element (FEM) or boundary ele-
ment methods (BEM) [6]. Each element method
provides certain computational or practical
benefits and restraints [7]. Of these, the FDM
offers the easiest and the most straightforward
method to code and implement the complicated
structures of the human body in detail. Further-
more, an important and unique aspect in the
FDM is that it gives the solution at all the ele-
ments in the model, providing accurate informa-
tion on simulated field distributions. This allows
detailed analysis of fields, which is important in
many modelling applications [8]. The major draw-
back in the FDM approach is the high demand it
makes on computational resources as the model,
if accurate, contains several hundreds of thou-
sands of computational elements.

Several commercial software products are avail-
able for element modelling, especially for the
FEM and BEM. This, however, has generally not
led to more sophisticated models or simulations.
Often separate software is needed for 3-D mesh
generation, solving and post-processing the data
[9]. Model construction and mesh generation from
anatomy data may become time consuming and
exceedingly problematic. Changes in source
configurations may be difficult and laborious to
perform. Furthermore, the types of simulations
and analysis commercially available with a mod-
erate amount of work may not suit bioelectric
problems of interest and the costs of commercial
software are often high.

In this study, we developed a software package
for the construction of the volume conductor
models in order to simulate the electrical proper-

ties of the human body and electric fields in it
generated by different types of internal or exter-
nally applied sources. The software was designed
to be an easy-to-use package that overcomes the
problem of discretising the complex anatomy data
into simple computational elements. The software
utilises the FDM and it allows versatile simula-
tions and detailed analysis of simulation outputs.
The number of inhomogeneities of the volume
conductor model is practically unlimited enabling
construction of highly accurate models. The soft-
ware may be easily applied in a wide range of
bioelectric field problems including the analysis
and development of measurements and
stimulations.

2. FDM volume conductor modelling

2.1. Introduction

Basic process of volume conductor modelling is
illustrated in Fig. 1. First, anatomy information is
obtained with a medical imaging device (a) and
the modelled data is segmented and classified by
tissue types (b). Model is constructed and simula-
tions run (c) for analysis of simulation output
data (d).

2.2. Human body as a 6olume conductor:
computational approach

The human body can be conceived as a piece-
wise, homogeneous and resistive system [1]. Gov-
erning equation of the electrical properties of the
body as a volume conductor then becomes the
Poisson’s equation. In the orthogonal Cartesian
co-ordinate system, this equation is
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where F is potential and, sx, sy and sz are the
conductivities in the x, y and z directions, respec-
tively and −I6(x, y, z) is the representation of the
source currents, throughout the thorax. The asso-
ciated boundary conditions of the equation de-
pend on the type of source problem.
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Fig. 1. Major actions involved in a modelling process. (MRI—magnetic resonance imaging, CT—computed tomography).

In the FDM the modelled volume is divided
into a 3-D resistor network that reflects the hu-
man body both geometrically and as a conduc-
tor. The structures are represented by a 3-D
grid of discrete points, called nodes. A network
of resistors is placed between these nodes. Resis-
tor values depend on conductivity of the tissue
type and size of the element between the node
points. Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws are used for
each node to set up the fundamental linear dif-
ference equations. The potential at node n as a
function of adjacent nodes is described by
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where ra,…rf are the resistances between node n
and the neighbouring nodes and Fa,…Ff the po-
tentials of the same nodes. If node n is a source
node, then the potential is simply the potential
of the source.

Each equation describes the potential at one
node. The solving of the linear equations is
based on the iterative successive over relaxation
(SOR) [10]. The result of the iterative process is
the potential distribution within the model due
to specified source configurations.

2.3. Source models and their applications

In the suggested FDM approach the source is
always set up using constant voltages at the nodes
forming the source which gives the driving force for
equation solver. Since the model is assumed linear,
the source currents may be scaled after the simula-
tion to obtain ideal sources of required strengths.
The models describing the sources can be classified
into two categories, bioelectric and applied.

Equivalent bioelectric sources are used when
solving the forward problem (refer to Fig. 1), which
constitutes a class of problems where the solution
provides the potential or current distribution
within the model and model surface arising from
sources of bioelectric origin. Examples are a poten-
tial distribution due to a dipole or double layer
sources in cardiac muscle or within the brain. The
potential in Eq. (1) is solved after describing the
−I6(x, y, z) in the model structure and by applying
the subsequent Neumann boundary condition
which states that current is continuous across
boundaries and zero on the surface.

Externally applied sources require the use of a
mixed boundary condition known as Neumann and
Dirichlet condition. The Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion states that a constant potential (or current) is
applied on a set of surface nodes. Applied sources
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are employed to obtain e.g. current flow caused
by stimulation electrodes or when calculating the
sensitivity distribution of a measurement lead sys-
tem. The sensitivity distribution or the lead field
[1,11,12] of a measurement such as ECG or elec-
troencephalography (EEG) can be obtained by
employing the reciprocity principle [1]. The lead
field is directly associated with the current field
produced by injecting a unit reciprocal current
through the measurement lead. The lead field
expresses how sensitive the lead is to record activ-
ity in the model, i.e. the source-lead relationship
expressed for each node in the model. Once calcu-
lated lead fields can be used for further simula-
tions of the forward problem as well as for the
basis of fast solutions to in6erse problem (Fig. 1).
The reciprocal method can also be applied in the
clarification of the measuring sensitivity of electri-
cal impedance measurements which do not di-
rectly record electrical activity but the subsequent
dimensional and conductivity changes. In four-
electrode impedance system, where current is in-
jected and voltage measured from two different
electrode pairs, reciprocal current fields of both
electrode pairs must be calculated [8]. Sensitivity
field is then obtained by taking the dot product of
the two fields.

3. Description of the software

Earlier work has established a foundation for
simple mesh generation from traced outline
anatomy data and an FDM equation solver
[2,13,14]. The preceding versions of the modelling
programs were limited in terms of flexibility and
usability requiring understanding of software engi-
neering. We developed and implemented several
separate programs that are needed in the simulation
process into a common modelling software package
hereafter referred as volume conductor modelling
tools (VCMT) which is based on preceding FDM
equation generation and solver techniques. VCMT
Software is capable of converting segmented vol-
ume data directly and rapidly into a FDM model
and it allows detailed analysis of simulation outputs
of a wide range of source types making it possible
to simulate a variety of bioelectric field problems.

The aim of the software development was:
� To provide a complete implementation of mod-

elling and simulation programs and a library of
functions and subroutines for future develop-
ment and delivery of the software

� To achieve easy and fast transformation of
anatomy data into a FDM model

� To develop structures of the modelling pro-
grams to be compact in size and efficient to use

� To declare administrative data format for the
transfer of information between the different
application programs and users of the VCMT
package.
The following text describes the developed data

management scheme and routines of the mod-
elling process in brief. Fig. 2 gives a summary of
the major steps involved in modelling and simula-
tion process using the developed software. The
process may be divided to four parts: (I) pre-pro-
cessing, (II) simulation set-up, (III) solving and
(IV) post-processing. Some of the tasks may be
by-passed or modified depending on the run op-
tions and other parameters specified for the simu-
lation or modelling task. The figure also shows
interactions with other applications through files
which can be either standard ASCII or binary files
depending on the selected output options.

3.1. Simulation header data format and tissue
coding

At all times, simulation file header contains all
data and pointers to files for I/O operations by
the different programs. Header data format was
declared to collect the necessary information in
one defined file format that enables data transfer
between different programs and routines. Data is
divided into administrative and anatomy sections
shown in Fig. 3. All administrative data is sup-
plied in the form of key-value pairs in ASCII
format. The administrative header section con-
tains comprehensive information about the
anatomy data, formats, file names, modification
programs, parameters, results, versions, etc. Steps
taken in the course of the modelling process are
written in a simulation diary of the header data
and can be returned to when necessary. The user
knows what steps have been taken and what
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Fig. 2. Summary of major stages involved in 3-D FDM modelling studies of bioelectric phenomena with the VCMT software
package.

programs have been used in the modelling process
reducing the risk of error in simulation and later
post-processing. Running the programs is semi-
automated by the instructions given in the header
data which forms an efficient interface to the
operations of the programs. It contains predefined
descriptive information about the variables and
options read into programs that are used in a
simulation process. For instance, user does not
need to know about all the different parameters

given to the source-setting program, or does not
need to know what source-setting program to use.
All that is required is to declare what type of
source is desired and its location. Then, a parser
routine will proceed, run required programs with
appropriate parameters and update the necessary
files and the header information.

Tissue and associated resistivity coding was de-
signed to use minimum memory and CPU time.
The data coding structure for tissue types was
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implemented using direct-address tables. The
table for tissue codes included a code (ASCII) for
tissue type and three corresponding values for
resistivities needed for anisotropic conductivity in
X, Y and Z directions, respectively. The informa-
tion for tissue could be found using two keys.
First, the key for a tissue, like kidney or blood
declared in the administrative data section and
used throughout in the modelling programs, is
used to access the right location in the table.
Then, the associated resistivity value for the re-
quired direction is indicated from the list structure
of the tissue in that table location. Because many
of the programs in modelling software frequently
require the tissue resistivity information, the effi-
ciency of such programs strongly depends on the
representation of tissue codes. The priority of a
tissue type may be associated to it by selecting the
8-bit code order to suit particular modelling pur-
pose. In our model constructions we have applied
this type of priority classification of tissues from
segmentation to final post-processing of data
[5,15]. The benefits of coding structure are consid-
erable in programs that need tissue codes fre-
quently. Without change in the efficiency, up to
256 different tissue codes can be used. This allows
future inclusion of new tissues and e.g. systolic
and diastolic conductivity values for tissues. No
restrictions on tissue conductivities or names are
set when compiling the source codes, instead,
information is read from the header data while

running the programs. This increases the flexibil-
ity of the VCMT package. Updating any part of
the system modules is easy when the structuring
of the software supports it.

3.2. Modelling process with VCMT

3.2.1. Pre-processing
Initially, a set of medical images is used for

model geometry data formulation. IARD is a
segmentation and tissue classification algorithm
developed in our laboratory that directly produces
voxel data for the VCMT formatted file [15,16].
Anatomy data is presented for each 2-D image
row by row as a sequence of coded string of
ASCII data containing 8-bit code (ASCII) for
tissue type and then the number of successive
voxels of the same type. At this stage, voxels are
uniform throughout the model. Strength identifi-
cation of tissue codes is utilised in segmentation
algorithm when forming the anatomy data.

3.2.2. Setting up a simulation case
Before a particular simulation case can be re-

alised there are several steps to be taken. Uniform
voxel based segmentation data provided by the
IARD algorithm are employed to form the final
simulation VCMT formatted model file. A
nonuniform mesh generation procedure is per-
formed to create a downscaled model based on
user defined meshing information. For this pur-
pose 2-D meshing parameters are given in header
data, including options for deciding the general
tissue type of a group of voxels to be converted to
one larger voxel. These grouping priority options
may be employed when the aim is to maintain
details such as small vessels when grouping the
voxels. The number of volumetric elements is
reduced according to the defined mesh decreasing
the requirements of computational resources also.
This downscaled model file may be duplicated and
used as a basis for different simulation cases
applying the same model and accuracy. Thus, the
steps taken so far are not needed to be repeated in
each simulation.

The downscaled model data is used to generate
a file describing the 3-D anatomy and conductiv-
ity structure for setting up the FDM equations.Fig. 3. VCMT formatted modelling file layout.
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Each node has a data structure associated with it
containing the location in nonuniform mesh, node
number, surrounding tissues codes and a data flag
expressing the source nodes which are selected
according to the definitions specified by the user
in the header data. A matrix of differential equa-
tions discretising the Eq. (1) is built up for each
individual node. Boundary conditions for the par-
ticular simulation are defined according to the
source settings in the nodes file and the header
section of the simulation file.

3.2.3. Sol6ing the equations
Generated equations are the input for the itera-

tive FDM solver. Iterative calculation can be very
time consuming. The performance of the equation
solver can be improved by taking as an input an
initial simulation output file obtained with a simi-
lar model and simulation case. Thus, input solu-
tion data reduces the number of iterations
depending on the problem set-up. For instance, it
has proven to be efficient when simulating the
same source configuration with altered tissue re-
sistivities. And, in the case of a system hang-up,
simulations may be restored using the temporary
solution file as an input data when restarting the
simulation.

The output of the solver is a potential file
describing the potentials of each node in the
volume conductor model due to the specified
source models.

3.2.4. Post-processing
The solver output is post-processed along with

the model anatomy and node data with a variety
of tools enabling statistical analysis, categorisa-
tion and visualisation of data. Initially, potential
data is often converted to electric or current field
data. Alternatively, a conversion program may be
used to read solver output data together with the
anatomy and conductivity data to produce files
for other applications, such as commercial visuali-
sation programs and spreadsheet calculations.
Several conversion programs are provided in the
VCMT package for different combinations and
conversions of anatomy and field data. Sample
simulations presented in the next chapter provide
examples of post-processed data in the form of

body surface maps, lead fields and lead field
analyses.

3.2.5. Validation of the software
Original FDM programs developed by Walker

[13] were constructed for inverse ECG calculation.
The methods were validated by forming a homo-
geneous spherical volume conductor model with
two point current sources inside the heart (a
bioelectric dipole source) and comparing the re-
sulting potential distribution with the known ana-
lytic solution. The isopotential contour maps were
almost identical, while the greatest differences oc-
curred near the source, as would be expected as
the analytically calculated potential generated by
a dipole source approaches infinity. The geometri-
cal errors due to the rectangular node structure,
which cannot exactly fit the spherical model in-
crease the errors on the surface. However, the
errors were still quite small, being in the order of
4–5% and decreasing to 1–2% below the surface.

The integrity of the reciprocal (applied) source
calculation was checked by calculating the lead
vectors of ECG limb lead II from the lead vectors
of leads I and III [14]. In theory, lead II is
obtained by adding the lead vectors of leads II
and III. Due to the linearity the result should be
the same as the lead vectors obtained by simulat-
ing the lead II. The observed differences were in
the order of 10−3%.

Validation of the VCMT software package has
also been performed employing an inhomoge-
neous spherical model used in EEG studies. The
potential distributions by the VCMT software
were compared with those calculated analytically
with three concentric spheres models [17]. The
FDM algorithm works correctly providing accept-
able accuracy as compared to the analytical solu-
tions. Although, accuracy of results strongly
depends on the selected grid size, producing ac-
ceptable relative differences of less than 5% with a
fine grid. A well-chosen, non-uniform grid in-
creases the accuracy, while decreasing the number
of equations and thus the number of iterations.

Various other constructed inhomogeneous
models and test data were used in conducting
experiments to ensure the correct functioning of
the implemented procedures and programs.
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Table 1
Tissue types and resistivity values used in thorax and head models

Resistivity (V Detailed thorax HeadOrgan/tissue Standard tho-
raxcm)

1010 x x xAir
xCerebrospinal fluid 65

xSkeletal muscle 400 x
xx2000Fat
xLeft eye, right eye 300

xBone 2000 x
Skull 17 760 x

x230Scalp
Gray matter 225 x

x500White matter
xStomach 400
xLiver 600
xx1325Left lung, right lung

x xHeart muscle 450
xHeart fat 2000

Saline eye 300 x
x2500Cartilage

230 xSalivary gland

xBlood masses 150
XXLeft atrium, right atrium, left ventricle, right ventricle

XAortic arch, ascending aorta, descending aorta, superior vena
cava, inferior vena cava, carotid artery, jugular vein, pul-
monary artery, pulmonary vein

xx150Other blood
x xOther tissues and organs x460

4. Sample simulations

We have applied the VCMT package for sev-
eral volume conductor model constructions and
simulations. As examples of VCMT utilisation in
head and thorax modelling, following models are
here introduced: two thorax models based on the
US National Library of Medicine’s Visible Hu-
man Man digital anatomy data [18] and a head
model based on a set of T1 weighted magnetic
resonance (MR) images obtained with a General
Electric 0.5 T MR device.

4.1. VHM thorax models

A comparison of a highly accurate thorax
model with a more standard model was per-
formed. Two 404307 element thorax models, de-
tailed and standard, were constructed for

simulating cardiac dipole sources. Altogether 28
tissue types were included in the detailed model
while nine more generally used inhomogeneities
were included in the standard model. A list of
tissues and organs of the models along with the
conductivities are listed in Table 1. A nonuniform
2-D meshing algorithm was used to approximate
the voxels to reduce the number of computational
elements from the original of more than 3 000 000
voxels. The resolution of the final elements varied
from 0.011 cm3 in the region of the heart to 2.8
cm3 further from the heart. The scheme of the
VCMT package enabled construction of the stan-
dard model simply by modifying the tissue con-
ductivities of the unwanted inhomogeneities in the
header data section of the detailed modelfile.

Unit current dipoles in the centre of the heart
oriented in X, Y and Z directions were specified in
the models and corresponding node potentials
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were calculated. The strengths of the current
dipole sources were adjusted after the simulation
to be equal in each case, 1 mA. Volume based
rendering technique was used to visualise the
model surface and simulation output data shown
in Fig. 4. The colourmaps were scaled by the
minimum and maximum body surface potentials
calculated for the detailed model. The reference in
each case was the average body surface potential
obtained from the 33 712 surface node locations.
Simple dipole source experiment indicates the ef-
fects of the model inhomogeneities on the gener-
ated surface potentials showing relative errors of
few percent in body surface maps between the
detailed and the standard model for X, Y and Z
directed dipole sources, respectively, when calcu-
lated as an average for each surface node. More
specifically, errors using the electrode locations of
the standard 12-lead ECG for potential measure-
ments were remarkably larger, ranging from −23
to 15%. This manifests the important contribution
from the large vessels not included in the standard
model [19,20].

4.2. Head model

As an example of the head modelling applica-
tion a bipolar EEG measurement was simulated
to obtain the measurement sensitivity distribution
of the lead system. A 441 454 element highly
detailed model was constructed comprising 14
different tissue types listed in Table 1. Uniform
meshing was used to reduce the number of ele-
ments with the final size of the elements being
0.014 cm3, throughout the model. A reciprocal
current was applied to the electrodes T4 and Cz of
the standard 10–20 EEG electrode system. The
current field was calculated from the potential
data provided by the solver. Visualised current
field shown in Fig. 5 is directly related to the
measurement sensitivity (lead field) in each loca-
tion. The analyses of the lead field indicated that
more than 22% of the sensitivity is originated in
grey matter, 18% in white matter and as much as
24% is produced by the sources in the scalp and
muscle tissue.

5. Hardware and software specifications

Software development was carried out on a
unix workstation in standard ANSI C language.
The developed software is portable with minor
modifications to any system; requirements to run
the VCMT package are a computer with ANSI C
language equipped with sufficient amount of
RAM (depending on the size of the model) and a
hard disk.

6. Status report

Trials with test materials and systems have
shown that the modelling software has achieved
high performance in terms of speed and ease of
use. Segmented data is converted to an accurate
FDM model within minutes. Simulation times
depend on the number of computational elements,
the source configuration and the required solution
accuracy. To solve a model containing 100 000
nodes on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation with 64 Mb
of RAM requires less than 10 min of CPU time.
Large models containing more than half a million
elements may require more than 10 h of solution
time.

The work described has successfully imple-
mented an operational modelling software pack-
age that is easy to use, open to developers and can
be run under several platforms and operating
systems with minor modifications. It has potential
use in a variety of bioelectric field problems. At
the present stage, the VCMT system is used under
clinical epileptic foci localisation study and in
several research projects involving volume con-
ductor modelling applied in EEG, ECG,
impedance cardiography and electrogastrography.

Approaches taken in VCMT software imple-
mentation are well suited for modelling of com-
plex structures of the human body as a volume
conductor with high level of anatomical struc-
tures. The number of tissue inhomogeneities does
not have influence on the time needed to model
construction or simulation. Model construction
was achieved to be fast and setting up and modi-
fying a simulation case easy to perform.
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Fig. 4. Simulated surface potentials on the VHM model due to X, Y and Z oriented current dipoles located in the heart muscle.
Relative errors calculated between the detailed and the standard model for (i) all the body surface points and (ii) the 12-lead ECG
electrode locations.
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Fig. 5. Detailed head model: (a) The outlook of the model with the 10–20 system T4 and Cz EEG electrodes shown on the model
surface. The sensitivity field (lead field) distributions of the electrode set-up visualised on; (b) frontal; (c) sagittal; and (d) transverse
section of the model.

7. Future plans and conclusions

Considerable effort has been put into the mod-
elling of the bioelectric sources and the surround-
ing volume conductor to gain understanding of
various measurement systems developed for ob-
taining information of functional state of the
bioelectric sources. Precise estimations of poten-
tial distributions within the thorax and head play
a major role in the development of measuring
technologies to obtain optimal measuring capacity

and to improve the interpretation of clinical data.
Clinical diagnostic options are expanding as re-
search provides more information with modelling
applications. The VCMT software package was
developed and run on a unix workstation for this
project but it has also been compiled on Pentium
based PC with 32Mb of RAM. The widespread
use of PCs and increasing CPU capacity with
decreasing costs brings the modelling and simula-
tion of the human body as a volume conductor
within reach of a vast number of researchers.
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The VCMT software package has proven to
be a powerful and valuable resource for mod-
elling the human body as a volume conductor.
Model construction is achieved easily and in a
short time. Although VCMT provides a broad
variety of simulation possibilities and available
functions in easily adopted form, there may al-
ways be demands that are not covered by the
package. The structuring of the programs and
functions support easy development of new
source models and functions. If more sophisti-
cated graphical user interface is required, it can
be implemented to process ASCII header data
in the administrative section of the simulation
file for more straightforward operation of the
simulation programs. The easiest way to realise
a graphical interface for user’s platform and op-
erating system is obtained with modern develop-
er’s tools and by using the provided VCMT
formatted I/O functions.

Important feature of many tissues of the hu-
man body is the anisotropic conductivity prop-
erty. Currently our package only defines
anisotropy in x, y and z directions. This is of
course, only a simple approximation of the true
anisotropy, but provides considerable strength in
terms of easy model construction, coding and
general handling. True anisotropic conductivity
would require a tremendous amount of data de-
scribing the distribution of anisotropic tissue
masses throughout the model, which is not pro-
vided by current standard medical imaging tech-
niques.

A general but important difficulty encountered
with the volume conductor modelling of human
body is the uncertainty of tissue conductivities,
which may have inter- and intra-patient varia-
tion. Based on the model studies conducted with
the VCMT software it has been shown that the
selected conductivity values have a considerable
effect on simulation results and it is of impor-
tance to find solutions for selecting correct val-
ues for conductivities [5,21]. Currently we are
looking for methods to define patient specific
conductivity values based on non-invasive
impedance measurements and modelling with
patient specific VCMT FDM models.

The VCMT is being developed further to al-
low multiple models in time domain, i.e. 4-D
modelling including the dimensional and con-
ductivity changes in time, in one simulation file.
It would be particularly valuable in building and
solving models based on ECG gated image sets.
4-D models would mimic e.g. the geometrical
changes of a beating heart, which is known to
have effect on the volume conductor properties
in ECG and impedance cardiography.

The performance of the solver program could
further be improved by using rough initial solu-
tions obtained with coarser meshes. The possi-
bility of using 3-D meshing algorithm without
changes in other programs but the node making
program has also been examined since, depend-
ing on the problem set-up, higher accuracy is
only critical in regions with large gradient. As-
pects of implementing the FDM model in paral-
lel MASPAR environment with array processor
of 16 000 CPUs has also been investigated [22].
Parallel processing could be used in research
projects to obtain fast solutions for highly de-
tailed models with millions of computational ele-
ments.

8. Availability

The VCMT software package may be avail-
able for academic research purposes based on
negotiation. Those interested in additional infor-
mation should contact the authors by e-mail at
k113721@ee.tut.fi or by letter to Pasi Kaup-
pinen, Ragnar Granit Institute, Tampere Uni-
versity of Technology, PO Box 692, 33101
Tampere, Finland.
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